
CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF THE LEATHER INDUSTRY IN NICARAGUA 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

 The first section of this chapter provides a step by step look at the value chain 

of finished leather with the objective of identifying the bottlenecks. The second part 

of this chapter takes a look at the export performance. Finally in the third section, the 

analysis of the national diamond for the industry is presented.  

 Nicaragua is in size the largest country in Central America, and its abundant 

natural resources represent a good opportunity for the leather industry. This 

opportunity can be developed into a competitive advantage if it is properly exploited. 

The leather industry in Nicaragua is still very small and underdeveloped. The 

performance of leather as an export product has been very modest. In year 2004, the 

exports of leather were US$ $7,689,021.72 representing only 1% of the country’s 

total exports. However from year 2000 to 2004 there has been a growth of 33% in the 

value of exports. 

In year 2000 the Swiss Cooperation Foundation for Technical Development, 

Swisscontact, carried out a project called “Pro Empresa” (Pro-company” in English). 

Such project is financed by the Swiss Agency for the Development and the 

Cooperation (COSUDE) and its general mission is to foment in a sustainable way the 

competitiveness of the MIPYMEs (micro, small and medium enterprises). One very 

important part of the project is the study of the factors creating the bottlenecks in the 

leather-footwear sector. Such study will be used as a foundation to explain the 

situation of the sector in this thesis work. 
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4.2 The Production Chain 
 

In the leather-footwear sector all those companies whose number of permanent 

employees oscillates altogether between 1 and 49 are considered MIPYMES.  Just a 

Porter suggested (Porter, 1985) the value chain is a tool for developing competitive 

advantage. Therefore the value chain of the semi-processed leather is studied in this 

section.  Figure 5 shows the links in the value chain. The finished leather industry is 

characterized by a long productive chain that includes the transformation of the skin 

of the cattle to leather and then to finished products for the domestic and export 

markets. 

For the purpose of this research the analysis of the productive chain will be 

presented starting from the slaughtering and skinning process. From this long value 

chain the processing at the tanneries is recognized as the key step in the value chain 

that adds more value to the product. Therefore its strengthening is essential to create 

competitive advantage in the industry.  

 

Figure 5 The Leather Processing Value Chain 
Source: Constructed with the informat ion provided in Pascal(2002) 
  

4.2.1 The Slaughtering and Skinning Process 
 

The Process of obtaining the skin to be elaborated into leather starts with the 

slaughter of the cattle. Nowadays in Nicaragua, the slaughtering activity is done by 

the industrial and municipal slaughtering houses. During the last twelve years, the 

industrial slaughter houses have increased their capacity and therefore the percentage 
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in the total slaughtering cattle heads. Figure 6 shows the activity of industrial and 

municipal slaughtering houses from 1990 to 2003. In year 2003, 423,610 animals 

were sacrificed; of which 270,928 (64%) in industrial slaughter houses and 152,682 

(36%) in the municipal slaughter houses.  

Industrial and Municipal Slaughtering 
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 municipal slaughtering  205,800  216,900  203,400  196,200  168,417  160,500  157,354  167,317  152,865  155,307  160,496  141,933  151,387  152,682 

 industrial slaughtering  170,804  106,900  138,900  184,100  195,425  174,539  170,174  188,213  165,311  163,230  192,550  206,292  237,461  270,928 
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Figure 6 Industrial and Municipal Slaughtering 
Source: www.magfor.com (ministerio agropecuario forestal) 

Another point to consider for better assessing the potential of the sector is the 

country’s current production capacity.  The extraction of the cattle is a proportion of 

the total cattle population and is the sum of the industrial slaughtering, municipal 

slaughtering (traditional slaughtering houses) and the export of the cattle alive. Figure 

7 shows the extraction of cattle during last the 27 years. 
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Extraction of Cattle.
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Figure 7 Extraction of Cattle 
Source: www.magfor.com (ministerio agropecuario forestal) 

In year 2003, the total cattle population in Nicaragua was 3, 348,000 animals. 

423,610 were sacrificed in total, and 65,000 were exported as live cattle. This is a 

15% of the total slaughtering for the corresponding year and definitely represents a 

threat to the sector. The “product” is exported with no value added and at a very low 

price. The importers of the live cattle obtain a greater benefit since they obtain the 

skin, process it and sell it in international markets at good prices.  

The Industrial Slaughter Houses 

Nicaragua has five industrial slaughter houses, three big and two small. In 

table 4 the production of each slaughter house in year 2002 is presented. 

Table 4 Slaughter Houses Production in 2002 in Number of Animals 
San 

Martin 
Nuevo 
Carnic 

Macesa Proincasa Agrosamsa Total  

71,786 70,380 60,000 21,600 8,275 232,041 

Source: Pascal ( 2002), p. 34 

The industrial slaughter houses execute the slaughtering with suitable facilities 

and equipment. It is a process in which the cattle are transported by an aerial chain. 

Every step of the process is executed by well trained personnel. In addition, all the 
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processes in each slaughter house are observed and inspected by veterinaries and 

doctors from the Farming and Forest Ministry ( MAG-FOR by its initials in Spanish). 

With respect to the skin of the cattle, the skinning begins manually, with a cut 

alongside the belly of the animal, and then the skin is pulled mechanically with a 

chain. The skin falls in a room, where the personnel of one of the big tanneries picks 

them and loads the fresh skin in an open truck. This is taken to the tannery to be 

processed. At the moment the price of the skin of the industrial slaughter houses 

oscillates by US$ 16 to U$18. 

The destination of the processed meat is in 80 to 85% the export market being 

the U.S.A., El Salvador, Puerto Rico, Japan, and Mexico the most important countries. 

The Salvadoran and Mexican the buyers (importers) of live cattle create price 

competition. They can pay to the producers (cattle ranchers) a higher price than the 

industrial slaughter houses can. The foreign buyers can also pay in cash while the 

industrial slaughter houses do it with credit. The 65,000 exported heads of cattle in 

2003, is equivalent to a 24% of the industrial slaughtering. 

Even though the volume of slaughtering in the industrial houses has increased 

compared with year 2000, the utilities have lowered due to several reasons; one of 

them is the price increase of cattle. Also this price increase of the cattle has not been 

proportional to the price increase of the meat in the local market. The skin has been 

gaining importance in the utilities from the industrial slaughter houses. 

Another difficulty faced by the industrial slaughter houses is financing. They 

rely mainly on the private banks. In Nicaragua financing from the private banks is 

very expensive, limiting the amount that industrial houses can borrow to maintain 

good levels of profitability. They are therefore faced with reduced their working 

capital and can not manage continuous export of meat to satisfy the demand.  
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Municipal Slaughter Houses 

 At the present time there are about 100 municipal slaughter houses in all the 

national territory.  The slaughtering at the municipal slaughter houses is a service that 

offers the municipal government to the credited suppliers. The service offered consists 

of providing the suppliers of meat a place to sacrifice the animals. In general terms the 

municipal slaughter houses do not provide suitable sanitary conditions to sacrifice the 

cattle. Such conditions are:  (i) lack of aerial chain (all the workings take place in the 

floor), (ii) the lack of tables to make the cuts and to pit the meat; and (iii) the lack of 

tiles in the floor and the walls to make a suitable cleaning, etc. 

With respect to the skin, since the municipal slaughter house does not count 

with specialized tools, the skinning process is very rudimentary. The skin of the 

animal is cut with a simple knife and then pulled from the meat. The skins are sold by 

the suppliers of meat to the intermediaries or directly to the tanneries. 

The price of the skins obtained at the municipal slaughter houses oscillates 

between US$12 and US$ 13. To the supplier of meat, the skin only represents “the 

packaging”, they do not see it as a source of profit.  

4.2.2 Skin Commercialization 
 

There are between ten and twenty sellers of skins of cattle. They represent the 

link between the slaughter houses and the tanneries. They pick up and transport the 

salted hides that later sell to the tanneries. In this step of the process exporting is not 

very common. One seller of skins who was interviewed by Swisscontact expressed 

that in the years 1999 and 2000 the prices paid by the Mexican buyers was good and 

they were able to close some deals and export to Mexico. However, recently the 

prices in Nicaragua have increased, diminishing the attractiveness of exporting. The 

export of skins in this link of the productive chain, still is a reality, however the 
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volumes have decreased. The foreign buyers maintain commercial bonds with some 

intermediaries of skins. Some municipal slaughter houses have sold all their 

production to Mexico. There are also some big intermediaries that buy from the 

industrial slaughter houses to export.   

The sellers of skins (intermediaries) play the important role of linking the 

supply with the demand. The most predominant problem in this step of the process is 

the inability to price and sell by quality.  Since Nicaragua does not have a formal 

classification system for the skins, there is no price differentiation.  

4.2.3 Processing at the Tanneries 
 

The tanneries buy the skins from the industrial and municipal slaughter houses, 

and from the intermediaries. Since there is no classification by quality they buy at an 

even price and the reject rate can be between 20 and 60%, due to bad quality of the 

leather. This causes a rise in the production costs.  

The majority of the tanneries are small and their production capacity is limited 

due to the lack of modern machinery and proper infrastructure. Due to the country’s 

limited financial market, they do not have enough working capital or access to 

decently priced financing. Around 50% of the tanneries in Nicaragua are family run 

businesses and have less than 5 employees (United Nations Development Program, 

2002).  

The country has tanneries of different sizes and capacities. They can be 

classified as big, medium, and small according to the amount of skin that they process.  

In Nicaragua five tanneries can be classified as big sized enterprises. They process an 

amount between 2,000 and 6,000 skins per month. These companies count with 

modern technology and have more machinery than the other medium and small 

tanneries. They are the only ones that count with machinery for the drying and 
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finishing of the leather. According to the Swisscontact study these tanneries are: 

Bataan, Reptinic, Expisa, Industrias Toro, and Ecco. 

 The medium sized tanneries process between 600 and 1.200 skins per month 

and count with certain technology for the humid process. They lack the machinery for 

the drying and finishing of the leather and are forced to buy this service from the big 

tanneries. They lack capital to process a greater amount of skins and to replace the 

obsolete machinery. They are also faced with pressure from the government regarding 

the environmental protection. The government issued a decree to force the tanneries 

to stop the contamination created by the processing of leather. To be able to fulfill the 

rules of this decree they must invest an additional amount of money which they can 

not afford. They are now trying to survive due to the increasing prices of the skins. 

The case of the small tanneries is more complex.  A good example of the type 

of problems they face is what happened to the ones located in the department of Leon. 

Although they have associated and organized themselves in cooperatives they have 

faced organizational problems.  Within the same cooperative there are members with 

different processing capacity and number of clients. This has created tensions 

amongst them and as a result the number of members has been diminishing. It is 

evident that the organizational problems are greater than those of technical or 

financial character.  

The small tanneries not grouped into cooperatives also face problems of lack 

of working capital that limits them in every sense. They do not even have a proper 

physical space to work and do it from their homes using the family labor force. 

A detailed diagram with the step by step method of the skin processing is 

attached in appendix 3.  
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4.2.4 Bottlenecks in the Leather Processing at the Tanneries 
According to the results of the interviews conducted by Swisscontact the 

central problem in this link of the production chain is the shortage of supplies of skins.  

To be able to understand the root of this problem we must go at the beginning of the 

productive chain. The skins coming from the municipal slaughter houses and the ones 

coming from the industrial slaughter houses are two completely different products in 

quality. In general, except for some exceptions, they are commercialized different, 

processed by different tanneries and end up as finished leather of different quality. 

The finished product is also sold to different clients. Figure 8 shows the two different 

routes of the leather production chain. 

 

The two different routes of the leather processing production chain 

Cattle raising in small 
and medium ranches 

Cattle raising in big 
ranches 

Slaughtering and skinning 
process at the municipal 
slaughter houses 

Slaughtering and skinning 
process at the industrial 
slaughter houses 

Big tanneries produce the wet 
blue for export, and high quality 
leather for the international and 
domestic market

Medium and small tanneries 
process the skin into a low to 
medium quality leather for the 
domestic market 

 

Figure 8 The Two Different Routes of the Leather Processing Production Chain 
  Source: Pascal (2002) p. 49 
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 The skins of the industrial slaughter houses in their totality (without wasting a 

unit) are sold directly to the big tanneries or to exporting intermediaries. The big 

tanneries compete with the exporting intermediaries for the skins because they are of 

superior quality compared to the ones obtained from the municipal slaughter houses. 

Although the industrial slaughter houses provide better quality skins, they do not 

count with classification by quality. Neither size, weight, nor condition of the skin 

(without larvae of Dermatobia hominis and ticks) are taken into account when pricing 

the skins. The industrial slaughter house sells all the production of the day at the same 

price to the buyers according to a previously established calendar. 

 The big tanneries have a great dependence on the industrial slaughter houses 

because they are their main suppliers. The big tanneries’ main complaint about the 

industrial slaughter houses is the fact that they alter prices at their convenience. 

During high demand season in international markets (before winter) the transnational 

companies buy all the production from the slaughter houses (wet salted hides) at 

higher prices than the ones that can be paid in the domestic market. The prices paid by 

the transnational companies are greater than US$ 24 per unit while the local price is 

between US$14 to US$16 per unit. This activity also leaves the domestic market with 

low level of supply of good quality skin during the high peak season in international 

markets.  When the transnational companies retire of the market, the local tanneries 

have to struggle to lower the price to its "normality" of around US$ 14 to US$16.  

The price of the skin is cyclical, subject to changes in the world-wide leather 

product market. Factors like the fashion and the intensity of the winter (slight or 

severe winter) in the U.S.A. and mainly in Europe, consecutively influence the 

demand of leather products and therefore the demand of leather and of skins. 

Apparently the price of skin oscillated by US$ 40 in years 1997-1998 decreasing to 
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US$ 7 in 1998/1999 soon to rise to US$ 25. Nowadays the price of the skin in the 

industrial slaughter houses oscillates between US$ 16 and US$18. The reduction of 

the price after 1998 was the result of passing a leather sector protectionist law (Law 

#223). Such law was designed to protect and promote the leather and leather footwear 

industry and restricted the export of salted hides.  This Law was later substituted by 

the Law of Tributary and Commercial Justice that prohibited the non-tariff restrictions 

to the exports. 

Another factor that influences the supply of skins is the export of live cattle. It 

is a subject of controversy between the association of the industrial cattle dealers 

(FAGANIC) and slaughter houses. Both defend their own business in search of the 

maximum income or possible profit. The owners of the industrial slaughter houses 

defend their position stating that the meat industry generates a lot of jobs and allows 

the country to export value added products. The cattle dealers on the other hand 

complain about the low prices they are paid from the slaughter houses. The export of 

live cattle amounted to 69,000 heads in 2001, this represent a 30% of the total 

production. If these cattle had been slaughtered at the industrial houses, the skins 

would have gone to the big tanneries to later export as a more value added product.  

With respect to the skins of the municipal slaughter houses, the quality of the 

skins is low due to the lack of equipment for the skinning process. Estimations 

indicate that only between 60 and 80% of the skins coming from the different 

municipalities are commercialized.  In case of the very remote communities, it is 

assumed that the skins are not gathered together due to the high costs of transports 

and the lack of penetration ways. Another portion of skins is not dealt due to the 

quality, which is very low because of high incidence of larvae of Dermatobia hominis, 

or excessive cuts during the skinning. It can be estimated that of the 141,933 heads of 
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cattle (year 2001) that were sacrificed in municipal houses, approximately a 70%, 

99,353 skins, were the available to the small and medium tanneries.  

The medium tanneries acquire their skins from the intermediaries (skin 

traders). In case of the small tanneries, they travel to the communities of their region 

to acquire the skins. They have bilateral agreements with individual slaughter 

ranchers that have license to slaughter their own cattle. Others travel to the most 

remote regions to guarantee their supply of the raw material. In some occasions the 

small tanneries are able to acquire skins from the big tanneries. This happens when 

the big tanneries discard the skins due to their inferior quality that can not be 

processed industrially. In spite of the inferior quality of the skin that they have access 

to, the small tanneries manage to process it to leather that they sell to their clients. In 

this case, this is the point where the two different routes mentioned in figure 8 are 

connected. 

4.2.4 Leather Commercialization 
The product produced by the small and medium tanneries is sold locally to the 

manufacturers of leather goods for the domestic market. The product for the export 

market is commercialized as salted hides by the industrial slaughter houses or as wet 

blue by the big tanneries. 

4.3 Export Performance Analysis 
 

The export performance of this product so far has been very modest. Table 5 

shows the total amounts of export in the period 2000-2004. 
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Table 4 Amount of Leather Exports Period 2000-2004 

Source: Constructed with date provided by Cetrex 

Year 2000 2001 Growth 2002 Growth 2003 Growth 2004 Growth 

Total 
In US$ 
Millions 

$5.2 
 

$7.4 
 

43.7% 
 

$6.2 
 

-16.4%
 

$5.6 -10.1%
 

$7.7 37.0% 
 

 

The growth from year 2000 to 2004 is of 33%, as seen in Figure 9. 

Volume of Exports
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Amount  $5,209,040  $7,486,400  $6,252,675  $5,618,155 $7,699,240

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

 

Figure 9 Volume of Leather Exports 
Source: constructed with data from Cetrex 

In the period of year 2000 to 2004 Nicaraguan exporters sold the leather to 

twenty two countries in three continents. From these twenty two countries only eight 

have been buyers every year of the period mentioned. Table 6 shows the list of all 

countries with the respective amounts per year.  
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Table 5 Leather Exports by Destination Country Period 2000-2004 
Country 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

 
FOB Value  

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value  

(US$) 
Brazil $52,800 $0 $0 $0 $0 
China $0 $318,652 $193,462 $659,072 $1,406,858 
Taiwan $152,480 $493,030 $57,640 $0 $0 
Costa 
Rica $377,544 $0 $24,818 $72,790 $20 
Dominican 
Republic $0 $0 $20 $0 $0 
Ecuador $41,301 $15,411 $24,838 $8,437 $0 
El  
Salvador $465,645 $85,530 $26,102 $38,183 $94,164 
Spain $100,132 $206,360 $64,900 $23,400 $42,988 
United  
States $55,250 $242,575 $1,762 $1,560 $1,072 
Greece $0 $25,220 $0 $0 $0 
Guatemala $1,891,370 $1,752,677 $1,383,617 $1,180,811 $998,445 
Honduras $1,129,126 $1,411,901 $1,280,639 $444,492 $198,469 
Hong 
Kong $0 $0 $0 $11,800 $204,437 
India $341,962 $1,631,900 $2,060,357 $1,762,862 $1,611,419 
South 
Korea $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,595,070 
Malaysia $22,800 $58,920 $0 $0 $0 
Mexico $420,132 $471,151 $439,685 $1,160,909 $1,503,116 
Panama $135,700 $664,549 $678,031 $253,841 $19,200 
Portugal $0 $92,025 $0 $0 $23,983 
Czech 
Republic $0 $0 $4 $0 $0 
Thailand $0 $16,500 $16,800 $0 $0 
Tunisia $22,800 $0 $0 $0 $0 
TOTAL $5,209,041 $7,486,400 $6,252,676 $5,618,155 $7,699,241 

Source: Constructed with data provided by Cetrex 

Table 7 presents the countries that have been buying every year since 2000.  

These eight countries, that can be called regular buyers, represent a significant 

percentage of the total exports.  From year 2000 to 2003 the total exports to these 

countries represented more than eighty percent of the total export for each respective 

year. It is only in 2004 that the percentage decreases to 58%. This is explained by the 

drop of exports to Guatemala, Honduras, India, Panama, but most importantly by the 

significant increase of exports to China, Hong Kong, that started buying since 2003, 

and South Korea, with whom trading started in 2004. 
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Table 6 Regular Buyers of Leather from Nicaragua 
  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Country 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
El Salvador $465,645 $85,530 $26,102 $38,183 $94,164
Spain $100,132 $206,360 $64,900 $23,400 $42,988
United 
States $55,250 $242,575 $1,762 $1,560 $1,072
Guatemala $1,891,370 $1,752,677 $1,383,617 $1,180,811 $998,445
Honduras $1,129,126 $1,411,901 $1,280,639 $444,492 $198,469
India $341,962 $1,631,900 $2,060,357 $1,762,862 $1,611,419
Mexico $420,132 $471,151 $439,685 $1,160,909 $1,503,116
Panama $135,700 $664,549 $678,031 $253,841 $19,200
TOTAL $4,539,317 $6,466,642 $5,935,093 $4,866,056 $4,468,873
% of  total 
exports 87% 86% 95% 87% 58%

Source:Constructed with data provided by Cetrex 

Four countries have presented an increasing tendency for the last three years. 

These are: China, Hong Kong, Mexico, and South Korea. Table 8 presents the 

amounts of such exports. From year 2000 to 2004 there has been a significant increase 

in the purchases of Nicaraguan leather from these four countries. In year 2004 these 

four countries represented 61% of the Nicaragua’s total exports of leather.  

 

Table 7 Countries with Increasing Tendency 
Country 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

  
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value  

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
China   $318,652 $193,462 $659,071 $1,406,858
Hong Kong       $11,800 $204,437
Mexico $420,132 $471,151 $439,684 $1,160,909 $1,503,116
South Korea         $1,595,070
Total $420,132 $789,803 $633,146 $1,831,780 $4,709,481
Percentage 8% 11% 10% 33% 61%

source:Constructed with data provided by Cetrex 

Figure 9 illustrates the significant growth of the exports to China, Hong Kong, Korea, 

and Mexico. 
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Countries With Increasing Tendency
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Figure 10 Countries with Increasing Tendency 
Source:  constructed with data provided by Cetrex 

 

Table 9 presents the list of destination countries for the 2004 exports. 

Table 8 Destination of Leather Exports in Year 2004 
No. Country FOB Value (US$) 

1 India $1,611,418.74
2 South Korea $1,595,070.00
3 Mexico $1,503,116.13
4 China $1,406,858.39
5 Guatemala $998,444.50
6 Hong Kong $204,437.00
7 Honduras $198,469.49
8 El Salvador $94,163.75
9 Spain $42,988.00

10 Portugal $23,982.75
11 Panama $19,200.00
12 United States $1,072.00
13 Costa Rica $20.00

  TOTAL $7,699,240.75
Source: Constructed with data provided by Cetrex 

4.3.1 Exports to Taiwan 
 

The exports of leather to Taiwan since 2000 have been very modest. In fact for 

the years 2003 and 2004 there has been no trade at all with this Asian country.  

Through the research carried on for this work it is known that there have been a few 
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business contacts between the two countries but have not represented the closing of 

any deals in the past two years. Chapter five will provide more insights on the 

situation of the  Nicaraguan exports of leather to Taiwan.  

Table 9 Leather Exports to Taiwan, Period 2000-2004 
  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

 
FOB Value  

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 
FOB Value 

(US$) 

FOB 
Value 
(US$) 

Taiwan $152,480 $493,030 $57,640 $0 $0 
% of Total 
Exports 3% 7% 1% 0% 0% 
Source: Constructed with date provided by Cetrex 

Wet Blue and wet salted hides are the main categories of product that 

Nicaragua exports. 

4.4 National Diamond of Nicaragua’s Leather Industry 
 

Porter’s national diamond model is used as the framework to analyze the 

position of the Nicaraguan leather industry. 

Factor Endowments 

Nicaragua possesses important basic factors for the leather industry. Taking 

Porter’s claim that basic factors are the foundation for advanced factors, it can be said 

that the country has a good opportunity to develop the industry to more international 

competitive levels. Such basic factors are the following:  

• Nicaragua possesses abundant land for livestock breeding. 

• The soil is apt for the production of good quality forage with a wide variety of 

different feed grasses. 

• It possesses a tradition of 150 years in livestock breeding. 

•  Nicaragua is the country with greater number of cattle heads in Central 

America and with an annual growth of at least 10 %.  
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• Nicaragua’s cattle is free of Encefalopatía Bovine Espongiforme (mad cow 

dicease). 

The main weaknesses or areas of improvement lie in the advanced factors. In this area 

the following can be identified: 

• High operation costs such as electricity, freight charges, and high sales tax 

(15%). 

• Industry has low access to reasonable priced financing.  

• Medium to low skin quality. This is due to the cattle high incidence of  larvae 

of Dermatobia hominis and marks caused by traditional methods of marking 

the cattle to prove ownership. 

• Obsolete machinery for the skinning  process. 

• Lack of mechanism and technology to avoid the environmental contamination 

due to the processing of the skin. 

• Lack of machinery and know-how of the more processed, higher value added 

treatment of the skin. 

Demand Conditions 

Due to the strained economy of the country, the creators of the local demand 

for the leather such as local tanneries, and leather products manufacturing shops are 

not demanding and sophisticated. They operate under low profitability levels due to 

the low efficiency. This also discourages the suppliers of skin (industrial and 

traditional slaughter houses) to sell locally. Therefore the local consumers face 

competition from foreign buyers. The local tanneries only get access to inferior 

quality skin. 

Related and Supporting Industries 
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The semi-finished leather industry is related to several upper stream industries 

such as cattle ranching, slaughtering, and leather processing chemicals and machinery.  

Nicaragua has cattle ranching and slaughtering but no leather processing 

chemicals and machinery industry. The tanneries have source their leather processing 

chemicals and machinery from distributor houses, therefore there is no a close link or 

relationship with those industries that provide advantages. Although Nicaragua has a 

long tradition of cattle ranching, the position of the industry is not strong to compete 

at global standards. As far as the slaughtering houses is concerned, these are going 

through a good time since they have found an increasing demand for the meat. 

Nowadays eighty percent of the industrial slaughtering is being exported and they 

process 64% of the total country production. These industrial slaughtering houses are 

upgrading their capacities to global standards. All of them have ISO certification and 

are moving in the right direction towards a global competitive levels. The skin coming 

from them has an acceptable quality to be processed in to good quality leather. 

However we can not conclude that there is a competitive supporting industry since the 

other 36% of the skin that comes from the municipal slaughter houses is of inferior 

quality due in part to the lack of proper skinning.  

Another factor associated to the presence of related and supporting industries 

is the economies of clustering. Economies of clustering depend directly on the 

existence and differentiated development of firm clusters. In Nicaragua, the 

economies of clustering are quite low because of its small population and even lower 

population density. Therefore:  

(1) Nicaragua does not enjoy cluster economies generated by the informal 

dissemination of information between economic agents that is caused by the 

geographical proximity of firms to each other 
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 (2) Nicaragua does not enjoy cluster economies generated by the presence of 

local providers of specialized inputs, including applied and useful research by 

universities and research centers. 

 (3) Nicaragua doesn’t enjoy cluster economies produced by the coming about 

of a critical mass of specialized and highly-skilled labor associated with the 

development of production clusters (National Development Plan) 

Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry 

The majority of the firms in Nicaragua’s leather sector, with the exception of 

the industrial slaughter houses and the big tanneries, are small and medium sized 

enterprises. Unfortunately, these businesses do not count with skilled labor force that 

can contribute to the creation of strong firm strategy and structure. Their low 

education level also affects the nature of the relationships with customers, the attitude 

toward international activities, and the relationship between labor and management. 

Regarding the firms rivalry, it can be seen in the study of the upper stream 

industries that the majority of the businesses involved do not create a vigorous 

domestic rivalry that induces them to look for ways to improve efficiency.  The big 

industrial slaughter houses again are the exception. There is some level of rivalry 

amongst them but not enough to represent a favorable condition for this determinant.  

4.4.1 Double Diamond Analysis 
 

As it has been previously described Nicaragua does not have any favorable 

position in any of the four country specific determinants that Porter states to be 

necessary to build competitive advantage.  However, just as the literature review 

suggested small economies can achieve competitiveness by linking their diamond to 

the diamond of the countries they are more integrated with. Nicaragua’s leather 

industry, in order to attain an international competitive position must adopt measures 
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to link its national industry diamond to those of more developed countries. In 

particular it requires:  

1.  Develop Market Intelligence:  to be informed about the demand for their 

product in other countries. The players in the national industry must develop 

close relationships with these markets such as Taiwan. By linking into larger, 

more developed markets and achieving a stable demand from them, they will 

have the means to improve their production processes and technologies. This 

in turn will help them to develop international competitive strength. 

2. Drawing on the support industries and infrastructure of more developed 

countries (USA, Mexico, Taiwan). By doing so, the national leather industry 

can upgrade its current level to achieve international competitiveness. 

The Role of the Government 

Although there are some governmental institutions such as the INPYME (Nicaraguan 

Institute for the Small and Medium Enterprise) that provide some type of support to 

the SME’s, in Nicaragua to this date there is not one specific policy designed to 

develop this industry and to promote its exports. 
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